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PRIMER IV: TECHNOLOGY, SURVEILLANCE, AND RIGHTS IN AFRICA DURING COVID-19

By the end of July 2020, there had been over 17 million confirmed cases of Covid-19 globally, 
with over 650,000 people having died from the virus.1 This picture is rapidly changing, but at 
the time of writing, cases were disproportionately clustered in the Americas (8.8 million con-
firmed cases, primarily in the US and Brazil), Asia (4.1 million cases, particularly in India), and 
Europe (2.8 million cases, particularly in Russia). 

Africa, by contrast, had recorded fewer than one million cases and had a confirmed 
death toll of under 20,000, predominantly in South Africa.2 Early on, there were three 
main theories as to why Africa had relatively fewer cases. Firstly, that the continent is 
relatively disconnected from international travel and hence had fewer cases of imported 
transmission; secondly, that precautionary measures such as lockdowns had largely been 
successful; and thirdly, that the data is misleading because African states were unable to 
detect and record virus transmission.3 

Tellingly, the third theory reveals a common trend in thinking about the relationship between 
Africa, surveillance, technology, and Covid-19. In part, it recalls stale stereotypes about Africa’s 
lack of capacity,4 presenting its people as in need of protection that the state cannot provide, 
thereby justifying expanding private-sector and international influence across the continent.5  
We see a proliferation of intersecting narratives of scientific backwardness, rampant overpop-
ulation and overcrowding, and the risks associated with diseased masses.6 

Concerns regarding African countries’ abilities to “carry out any large-scale testing, surveil-
lance or contact tracing”7 also question baseline information and communication technolo-
gy (ICT) capacity for disease surveillance and control. Yet in the last two decades, ICT infra-
structure has expanded rapidly, albeit unevenly, across the continent. Internet penetration 
and mobile phone usage have increased significantly faster than anywhere else on the plan-
et.8  Private companies, both domestic entrants and global oligopolies, have entered Africa’s 
“emerging markets” seeking substantial profits.9 Techno-optimists, from local entrepreneurs 
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to thought leaders at the World Economic Forum, cast expanding digital access as a panacea 
for the continent’s economic, political, and now health challenges.10 

Different African states obviously have varying levels of public health capacities and social 
welfare mechanisms, alongside varied technological capacities.11 Like elsewhere in the world, 
African governments have shown different inclinations toward addressing the challenges that 
the novel coronavirus has made apparent. Some, such as Tanzania, have largely ignored or 
downplayed the presence and impact of the virus.12 Others have adopted a “war footing” and 
brutally enforced lockdowns—sometimes leading to more initial deaths from police violence 
than from the virus itself.13 West African countries like Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea acti-
vated tracking, tracing, and isolation methods honed during the 2014 Ebola outbreak.14 These 
diverse responses can only be understood in the specific political contexts and health histo-
ries of each country.

This primer is divided into four sections: 
• Surveillance and Technology in Africa during Covid-19 surveys current uses of tech-

nology across the continent in Covid-19 surveillance and outbreak response efforts, iden-
tifying trends of concern for human rights around coercion of populations, data privacy 
and protection, commercial and political exploitation, and longer-term vulnerability to 
extraction and control. 

• Surveillance Technologies in Africa in the New Century reviews extensive develop-
ments in digital surveillance in recent years prior to the Covid-19 outbreak, which height-
en concerns that the pandemic may act as cover for deepening coercive rule. 

• The Past of the Present: Public Health and Population Surveillance in Africa locates 
current trends in their historical trajectories, namely practices in the colonial and post-
colonial state of surveillance and population control, often in the name of public health. 

• Technology and Health Surveillance in Africa Taking Stock, Looking Ahead concludes 
the primer by highlighting key areas of heightened concern and possible directions.

Surveillance and Technology in Africa during Covid-19 

The pandemic’s urgency has presented states and corporations with an opportunity to market 
surveillance technology as a Covid-19 “solution,” with little regard for human rights including 
privacy and often uncritically endorsed by media and other institutions. In an important early 
analysis of global trends, Robert Peckham argues that “high-tech” approaches have largely 
been inadequate, if not counterproductive, and that the bulk of effective containment has 
come through “low-tech” approaches: isolation, quarantine, and contact tracing.15 The direct 
value of technological “solutions” for the health response remains unclear, although they may 
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present other valuable opportunities for states, companies, and international actors in the 
“Coronization” of people’s lives in Africa, as David Ngendo-Tshimba argues.16 This section sur-
veys four main areas where technology has been deployed for public health surveillance in 
Africa so far, covering track and trace, “immunity passports,” interactive media surveillance, 
and wider data and surveillance opportunism.

Track and Trace
The primary form of surveillance under Covid-19 has been in terms of track-and-trace 
processes, largely sourced from telephone company data and dedicated apps. Cellphone 
surveillance technologies such as phone signal interceptors had been widely used across the 
continent in recent years, and it is likely that such usage will continue and expand during 
the pandemic. Here, recent experiments in Africa around disease surveillance using mobile 
phone data prior to Covid-19 have been seen as a global precedent. The aggregation, sharing, 
and analysis of purportedly anonymized mobile phone data to tackle malaria in Zanzibar and 
Namibia,17 for example, raises unavoidable questions about data security and privacy that 
have returned during Covid-19.18 The call by humanitarian organizations, academics, and 
journalists to aggregate sensitive mobile phone call detail records (CDRs) during the Ebola 
epidemic in West Africa overstated this approach’s value and elided the rights and legal 
consequences of data sharing.19  

During Covid-19, South Africa has used mobile phone data to track and limit public gatherings, 
and mobile network operators have committed to providing the government with the location 
and movements of those “known or reasonably suspected” to have Covid-19.20 Kenya tried 
to enforce self-quarantines of suspected cases and at-risk individuals by tracking cellphone 
data.21 However, these methods have limitations, including inaccurate cell tower data and 
unavailability in rural areas with low tower density.22 So far, there is little clear evidence from 
across the continent that these tools have been more widely repurposed for individual and 
community surveillance related to Covid-19. 

Similarly, track-and-trace apps have thus far not been widely used across Africa. Some states, 
such as South Africa and Kenya, approached tech companies to develop such apps—but, in 
South Africa, later withdrew, as cellphone tracking “proved too complex.”23 The Ghanaian gov-
ernment has launched an app in collaboration with two domestic private companies, iQuent 
Technologies and Ascend Digital Solutions.24 

Several states, private actors, and multilateral organizations have attempted to repurpose 
existing technology as make-do track-and-trace platforms. Several countries, including 
Nigeria, Rwanda, Uganda, and South Africa, have mobile health (mHealth) tools to help 
individuals “self-assess infection risk and get tested based on symptoms,” variously run by 
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health departments or private telecommunications companies.25 In Uganda, authorities 
claimed that a Regional Cargo Tracking System “helped to intercept truck driver who tested 
positive for COVID-19.”26 In South Africa, the existing medical technology group epione.net “is 
piloting a symptom tracker, which allows users to request a screening,” and some researchers 
have made the unusual suggestion of using “low cost blockchain and artificial intelligence-
coupled self-testing and tracking systems.”27  

Private companies are key players. Google has released country-by-country Covid-19 Commu-
nity Mobility Reports from data harvested from across the continent (and indeed the world).28 

These reports suggest that private firms like Google already collect some of the requisite data 
for tracking and tracing the virus, and their forays into providing APIs for apps elsewhere 
suggest that they may position themselves as central for track-and-trace apps in Africa. Nev-
ertheless, such public reports also implicitly demonstrate their limitations, with only limited 
data outside of urban capitals for most African countries, and a likely bias toward wealthier 
smartphone users. Although the data is collected in terms of real human (or rather, smart-
phone) movement, the reports also present data within the borders of the nation-state. Af-
rican Union (AU) and Africa Centres for Disease Control (CDC) proposals for continent-wide, 
community-based surveillance are therefore important if such technology is to be used for 
pandemic mitigation.29 

Disease surveillance data is also sourced from hospital records and frontline community 
healthcare workers. Such data is nevertheless likely to be stored in databases, which raise 
questions of their own.30 Several countries, including Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, Angola, 
Uganda, Rwanda, and Mozambique have used the District Health Information Software 2 
(DHIS2), an open-source, web-based information management system.31 Ghana has used a 
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD-code) health survey for the public, which 
is integrated with the Opine Health Assistant platform, provided by domestic tech compa-
ny Cognate Systems, enabling the government to track viral transmission.32 In South Africa, 
where the government has created its own database, researchers have highlighted the risks 
and rewards of tracing databases that collect “aggregated and individualized mobility and lo-
cational data” as well as numerous personal details.33 To address issues around transparency, 
data security, temporariness, and risks of abuse, South Africa has legislated judicial oversight 
of Covid-19 tracing.34    

“Immunity Passports”
Arguably, a more concerning development has been proposals for “immunity passports” 
across the continent. The East African Community has begun work on the “CommonPass 
health passport app,” which allows for verified Covid-19 test results to be shared and hence 
international travel to safely recommence, while claiming to “preserve personal privacy.”35  
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In West Africa, an alliance of finance and technology capital, in the form of Mastercard and 
the Gates Foundation-backed GAVI, alongside the AI-powered identification company Trust 
Stamp, have launched a system combining biometric identification, vaccination recording, 
and financial services.36 The underlying technology appears to preserve privacy in important 
ways, and it is being developed with regard for some contextual issues, such as unavailable 
internet or weak cellular connections. 

There are, however, major concerns with immunity passports. These include the “dual use 
tyranny” from companies like Trust Stamp also supporting policing and prisons, seemingly 
unnecessary and prohibitive costs, and private companies attempting to expand their mar-
kets and secure their own profits by commodifying healthcare under the guise of expanding 
public health.37 At a public health level, medical researchers have warned that “talk of an 
‘immunity passport’ is dangerous,” as Covid-19 test results remain unreliable and it remains 
fundamentally unclear whether immunity is possible.38 Even if somewhat successful, these 
passports risk creating or amplifying hierarchies and patterns of exclusion—for instance, by 
continuing a kind of medical colonialism that uses Africa and Africans as a “testing ground” for 
new healthcare interventions, dehumanizing some to protect others.39 In general, immunity 
passports are a new aspect of a broader trajectory of digital identification that further individ-
ualizes and disempowers most people, particularly in the Global South, shifting power toward 
elites, private (tech) companies, and states, particularly in the Global North.40  

Interactive Media Surveillance
During the pandemic, media and communications technologies have been extensively used in 
Africa to relay information and incorporate Africans into new information ecologies. In coun-
tries ranging from Uganda and Togo to Senegal, Somalia, and Ethiopia, social media and SMS 
have enabled public access to information about the coronavirus while “encouraging trans-
parency, accountability, clarification and case monitoring.”41 Automated or semi-automated 
digital tools, such as WhatsApp and Facebook chat-bots in many countries, including Niger 
and South Africa, offer large-scale public health information in local languages.42 In fact, South 
Africa’s Covid-19 HealthAlert service, run by Johannesburg-based nonprofit Praekelt Foun-
dation, was adopted by the World Health Organization and has since been used by over 20 
million people globally.43  

Although these tools do not necessarily involve surveillance, they are interactive with users 
and technically vulnerable to data harvesting. Indeed, discussions are underway regarding 
integrating such communication tools with big data and AI-driven approaches, notably in the 
continent-wide Covid-19 information app supported by the UN Economic Commission for Af-
rica and major African telecommunications companies.44 Conversely, politically motivated ICT 
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shutdowns in places such as Guinea and Ethiopia have also increased public risk by limiting 
access to information, including timely information about the virus.45 

The same media and communications technologies have also been vectors for spreading dis-
information, with implications for criminalization and policing. Overlaid with the virus, the 
“disinformation pandemic” has seen responses from African civil society groups to track ma-
lignant actors as well as the deployment of legal frameworks and their enforcement.46 This is 
particularly important when states use the criminalization of Covid-19 disinformation as an 
excuse to expand surveillance and to target opponents, as has happened in South Africa, Ethi-
opia, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe.47 Journalists in particular have been targeted in places such as 
Somalia, Niger, Ghana, Gambia, Egypt, and Liberia.48 

Wider Data and Surveillance Opportunism
The politics of exception and emergency during Covid-19 intersects with a growing trend of 
technological solutions, particularly using data aggregation and surveillance, being increas-
ingly proposed and used in numerous other areas across Africa. These include direct health 
provision through “dual use” technologies like drones;49 “Internet of Things”-enabled environ-
mental monitoring, early-warning systems, and supply-chain provision of sanitary goods;50  
consumption tracking and virus predictions through mobile money platforms;51 increasing 
workplace surveillance, discipline, and control through app-based monitoring;52 and extended 
surveillance of students through online education.53 Debates have emerged about Covid-19 
in relation to the “Fourth Industrial Revolution,” AI and facial recognition, and cybersecurity 
laws.54 Here, Peckham argues, “Overhauling and further extending surveillance will not aid in 
the prevention of disease, any more than the proposal to implement draconian new biosecu-
rity legislation will forestall future outbreaks.” 

*             *             *

The immediate uptake of various surveillance methods and tools in Africa during Covid-19 
is diverse and inchoate, their trajectories unresolved. However, it is incontrovertible that 
states and private companies across the continent are using numerous such technologies 
in varied and new ways, predominantly (but not only) for tracking and tracing Covid-19 
transmission through individuals. It is similarly clear that numerous states, corporations, 
international organizations, and philanthropic groups from the continent and externally are 
advocating for technological “solutions” to the pandemic, despite limited evidence of their 
public health efficacy. Africa is a zone of relatively unregulated technological experimenta-
tion, and the emergency logics of Covid-19 heightens this. This draws our attention to other 
longer-term and underlying trajectories that shape these actors’ interests in technology, 
surveillance, and control. While they might use the pandemic and public health as a justifi-
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cation, the following section maps some of the other purposes and processes that, often in 
the name of public health, have shaped the proliferation of surveillance and public health 
as technologies of governance in Africa.

Surveillance Technologies in Africa in the New Century

The Covid-19 pandemic unfolds within a starkly different technological landscape worldwide. 
In recent years, global trade in surveillance and spyware technology has proliferated, includ-
ing AI-powered facial recognition technology alongside cellphone tracking tools and various 
kinds of hacking software. Since the 2000s, African states have also seized an increasingly 
conducive environment for deploying security and surveillance technology, within the logics 
of state authority identified above but with considerably less regulatory constraint than else-
where. Three factors have played a role: 
1. A security bias in international norms after the 9/11 attacks and during the Global War on 

Terror;55  
2. Increased digitalization and commodification of social and economic life, and commercial 

competition for African markets in surveillance and security technology; 
3. The rise of China and in particular the role of Chinese telecommunications and technol-

ogy companies in providing alternative technology models to Western Europe and North 
America.56 

Private (sometimes state-backed) companies have increasingly established relationships with 
African states selling surveillance hardware and software.57 Most of these companies are from 
the WENA region (Western Europe and North America),58 although Israeli and Chinese compa-
nies have become increasingly prominent.59 Countries often draw together technologies from 
several sources, such as Ethiopia’s combination of tools provided by Gamma International 
and FinFisher (UK/Germany), Cyberbit (Israel), and Hacking Team (Italy),60 or Tunisia’s “surveil-
lance state,” which has a history of using voice and data monitoring and interception tools 
provided by companies including ATIS Systems and Trovicor (Germany) and Sundby (Den-
mark), and has more recently used German and US funds to create electronic surveillance 
systems for monitoring migrants.61 

These technologies were already being used in oppressive ways before Covid-19. In Nige-
ria, technology developed by Cellebrite (Israel) and the AccessData Group (US), and sourced 
through continental intermediaries such as System Trust (Nigeria) and DRS (South Africa), has 
been used to target and harass journalists.62 Morocco has used the Pegasus spyware devel-
oped by NSO (Israel) to target journalists, human rights advocates, and Amnesty International, 
with similar practices documented in Benin, Ghana, and Tanzania.63 Huawei has been accused 
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of helping African governments spy on political opponents,64 while CloudWalk and Hikvision, 
Chinese AI and video surveillance firms, have partnered with the Zimbabwean government 
to harvest mass biometric and personal data and enhance machine-learning recognition of 
African faces, while enabling mass tracking of Zimbabweans in the name of “law and order.”66  
South Africa, where bulk surveillance was judged unlawful as recently as September 2019, 
nevertheless bought mass mobile phone interception technology from the UK in early 2020. 

While these predate the Covid-19 pandemic, they demonstrate the extensive groundwork 
for surveillance technology use that had already been laid. Cutting across authoritarian 
and semi-democratic states, and building off a longer colonial and postcolonial history of 
surveillance (see below), they point toward ways in which diverse African regimes seek to 
enact their authority and control populations and political opposition in a digital age. It is 
thus expected that in Africa, as elsewhere, states are using coronavirus to justify rolling out 
ever more extensive surveillance technologies, claiming that these tools allow them to keep 
citizens safe from threats ranging from the pandemic to misinformation to civil unrest and 
terrorism. Whatever the current assessment of surveillance technology risks, Africa must also 
feature in widespread concerns globally regarding the threat that such surveillance poses 
to human rights, its likely irrevocability post-pandemic, and its disproportionate harm to 
vulnerable communities.67 

The Past of the Present: Public Health & Population Surveillance in Africa

The institutions and logics of surveillance across Africa today, activated and reshaped by the 
Covid-19 pandemic, occur within longer postcolonial trajectories. These trajectories differ 
widely yet share some common origins in perversions of European colonialism. These pre-
cursors—and, importantly, living memories of them—shape current interventions and con-
testations. As Melissa Leach noted in March 2020 anticipating Covid-19 responses in Africa, 
“state-driven quarantines have a history linked to colonialism, and their contemporary repro-
duction invokes memories of repressive state practices.”68  

Disasters and health crises, authors such as Alex de Waal69 and Richard Evans70 argue, are 
less “causes” of profound political change than illuminators of underlying historical, political-
economic, and moral trajectories in state-society relations. Simukai Chigudu, for example, 
traces the “political life” of a cholera epidemic in Zimbabwe in 2008, showing how its unfolding 
and experience mapped onto the social history of the state as well as contemporary national 
and international political struggles.71 The West African Ebola epidemic, Leach writes, 
“reminds us, sharply, that epidemics and their responses are social and political phenomena 
that involve much more than ‘disease.’ They evoke (and can be harnessed to incite) broader, 
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and historically-embedded, aims and anxieties whether linked to political-economic relations, 
foreign intervention, conflict or social control.”72  

What, then, do current surveillance, public health, and broader political responses across Af-
rica evoke? And what are they harnessing? The past helps understand this present as well as 
anticipate its possible futures. Covid-19 compels us to think on the colonial origins, purposes, 
and experiences of surveillance, population control, and public health, and their legacies in 
postcolonial state responses to crises. 

Public Health and Racial Ordering during the Colonial State
The uses of surveillance technologies in Africa have precursors in the racial cartography and 
security logics of the colonial state. Whatever their differences, Africa’s European colonial rul-
ers operated cheaply. They had limited coercive capacities (policing, etc.) to protect extractive 
interests, maintain territorial claims, or attend to white settler demands. An urban/rural di-
vide distinguished colonial security governance: the countryside faced “decentralized despot-
ism” through disinterested “customary” or “indirect” rule,73 while in urban spaces, energies 
were put into racial and spatial ordering and containment.74  

“Public health” is perhaps an oxymoron in its origins in Africa: it was part of the logic and prac-
tice of the colonial state’s racially and spatially ordered urban control. From Kenya75 and South 
Africa76 to Sierra Leone77 and Uganda,78 “public health” was a technology of governance. It si-
multaneously meant “privatized” “security” and racial superiority. One of the worst legacies of 
the 1918–19 influenza pandemic was a fear amongst colonized peoples of medical authorities 
owing to panics provoked by house-to-house searches.79 “Public health” and “colonial medi-
cine” enacted private settler security priorities, yet they also provided a legitimating discourse 
for occupying territory and controlling peoples in the name of scientific progress, civilization, 
and modernity, as studies on French80 and British rule81 have shown. 

During the late colonial period, a rapidly growing urban underclass combined with political 
resistance led to “stabilization” policies that again relied in part on surveillance and health as 
technologies of governance.82 Colonial authorities saw an “undifferentiated urban mass” and 
sought to separate productive workers from the larger idle and troublesome urban under-
class. For the (unproductive) urban underclass, living in squatter settlements or migrating in 
and out of urban spaces, round-ups, purges, and resettlement intermixed with neglect and 
arbitrary coercion. 

Yet, amid rapid changes, across Africa colonial plans for an effective regime of surveillance 
and control never fully materialized, and were more often frustrated, appropriated, and rede-
ployed by those who resisted or even profited from those plans. Contestations over planning, 
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Health Crises and Urban Governance in Postcolonial Africa
The postcolonial African state inherited and built upon colonial institutions and logics of rule, 
as well as their weaknesses and failures. The biggest risk of arbitrary coercive power was often 
felt by the urban underclass, minorities, and marginalized or stateless persons. Continuities 
in institutions and practices of governance across colonial and postcolonial periods were in 
some respects inevitable,  yet equally significant in their consequences for the nature of state 
authority and citizen-state relations.84 While the working class and educated elites mostly en-
joyed newfound equal citizenship, the ever-growing urban underclass continued to be de-
fined as extralegal or illegal, “subject alternately to neglect and to bouts of intense violence.”85 

The continuities into independent Africa extend to technologies of surveillance and security. 
In South Africa, the national Population Register database has been “the lynchpin of official 
identity, life, death, marriage and citizenship.” But it was inherited from the “administrative 
and ideological cornerstone of apartheid” and reflects “the particularly demented data-gath-
ering obsessions of that era.”86  

Postcolonial states generally upheld the colonial model of “public health for all” as really being 
“private security for some.”87 This was amplified by global economic crises and failed neolib-
eral interventionism. Where developmental states did begin implementing inclusive provision 
of health and social services, this was largely reversed in the “lost decade” of the 1980s. The 
state was “rolled back” and, with it, health and social care, leaving the gap to be filled with pri-
vate-sector and international aid service delivery.88 Successive governments inherited uneven, 
discriminatory, underfunded, and disconnected health systems, yet frequently left a legacy 
of the same.89 There are longstanding debates over whether this is best explained as due to 
how “neopatrimonial” regimes privatize public and state resources, or to African states’ weak 
position in a pernicious and predatory global political-economic order.90 These arguments 
resurfaced in assigning responsibility for shorter-term and longer-term failures during the 
Ebola epidemic.91  

African states are often subject to heavy international intervention. The security threat of epi-
demics may then be overstated by domestic and foreign actors because securitizing crises can 
serve useful political ends.92 Lucrative and politically prominent global health crises can feed 
into political games with sovereignty and extraversion.93 Less prominent health crises, such as 
Zimbabwe’s 2008 cholera epidemic, may also become “a terrain of polarized political struggles 
at national and international levels in the areas of humanitarianism, security and govern-
ance.”94 Opposition groups and western actors decry human rights and governance failures, 
while incumbent governments such as Mugabe’s Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic 
Front (ZANU-PF) claim neocolonial foreign attacks on national sovereignty or racist “biological 
warfare.” These contests form a longer political narrative that frames current events: in 2020, 
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Zimbabwe’s minister of defense asserted that Covid-19 was “God’s way of punishing the West 
for imposing sanctions on Zimbabwe.”95 

Technology and Health Surveillance in Africa: Taking Stock, Looking Ahead

From this primer’s survey of the immediate dynamics surrounding technology, surveillance, 
and Covid-19, and its historical analysis of underlying trajectories surrounding the politics of 
population control and public health in Africa, this section proposes some answers to key 
questions and points to enquiries to prioritize moving forward. The imperative here is sum-
marized by de Waal: “Know your Epidemic, Act on its Politics.”96 We contend that the historical 
and international political dimensions are crucial to make sense of, and act on, likely futures. 

1. Who are those more likely at risk of pernicious technology-based surveillance in Africa?
Admitting tremendous diversity among African countries, the differentiated experience of 
surveillance and public health governance during Covid-19 first turns on urban/rural divides 
and then on class and identity divides. For smartphone-owning urban middle classes, the 
concerns might center around misuse of digital data, such as from tracing apps, including in 
state and corporate hands. This sits within a history of knowledge production on citizens and 
consumers, whether for control or commodification. 

For the marginalized, urban poor, or minorities such as migrants or refugees, technolo-
gy-based surveillance seems overshadowed by bigger threats to rights protection, particu-
larly coercive population quarantining that threatens livelihoods, forced removals, and crimi-
nalization.97 Major outbreak emergencies could see “public health” and “disease surveillance” 
invoked in harsh ways against vulnerable groups, while securing private interests of the more 
affluent strata of society. A litmus test will be state and societal responses to and handling of 
large-scale outbreaks in urban informal settlements.

2. So, is surveillance a threat for the majority of Africans? 
If the African urban poor’s experiences have been characterized by alternating bouts of ne-
glect and violence, then surveillance—especially using technology—may seem less concern-
ing than for those who are more well-off. If this is true, we might be wary of over-focusing on 
vocal civil society advocacy regarding data privacy and protection, especially at the expense of 
prioritizing risks facing most Africans. Yet this may miss how, during health crises historically, 
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the urban poor and the spaces they occupy are cast as zones of risk and threat, thereby justi-
fying expanding surveillance regimes alongside more overtly coercive practices.

3. What role is technology playing?
We should not be deceived by the surface level of technology initiatives to tackle the pandem-
ic that appear inchoate, disconnected, or forestalled. In their incompleteness and failures, 
they may still irreversibly open nefarious new opportunities, give cover to the expansion of al-
ready-existing extensive surveillance technology deployments, and continue a longer history 
of coercion and control of marginal or resisting populations. Seeing technology as a panacea 
during times of emergency can be pernicious, whatever the actual successes or failures in 
tackling the health crisis. 

4. What are the international dimensions?
Roughly, Covid-19 mixes necessity and opportunity for foreign technology-oriented actors 
working in Africa. This extends beyond exporters and suppliers of surveillance and telecom-
munication technology, to major technology corporates, commercial businesses, and start-
ups. These actors, while ostensibly contributing to “public health” needs, are driven to expand 
their markets and secure their profits—including by further privatizing public health systems 
and commodifying healthcare. Pressured by urgency and necessity, collaborations between 
public health and humanitarian actors, corporates, and African states mask complex data 
protection issues, risks of misuse and minimal accountability, and heightened vulnerability for 
marginal populations. The conflictual history between African “gatekeeper” states and foreign 
actors over sovereignty is also playing out in new ways.98 Here, the shift already underway 
toward an enhanced role for China and Chinese technology actors on the continent is likely to 
continue, perhaps accelerating. 

5. How are African states likely to act as Covid-19 evolves on the continent?
Many African countries arguably face a two-level dilemma and are responding in different 
ways: if they lockdown comprehensively, they risk economic hardship and social unrest do-
mestically. This may prompt heavy-handed responses that risk worsening capital flight and 
economic contagion. However, if they do not lock down or pursue aggressive containment, 
they risk virus spread and, in turn, being “locked down” by recovering wealthier northern/
western countries—and thus also capital flight and economic contagion.99  

Surveillance technologies play an uncertain role here. The appearance of having a techno-
logically sophisticated response—including with credible international collaborations—might 
help to allay fears internationally and domestically. This may also enable states to leverage 
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foreign resources and partnerships—corporate, bilateral, and multinational—including by 
seeking to navigate competitive rivalries.100 

The actual deployment of more pernicious surveillance technologies might be more important 
when used for coercive and draconian containment operations targeting specific populations. 
One concerning scenario is that African states are pressured to remain “open for business,” 
catering to powerful local business and social interests, and to maintain a strong responsive 
posture for the wider world to observe (and resource). In this case, they may pursue contain-
ment strategies targeting the urban poor in overcrowded spaces or other marginalized/mi-
nority groups. This would both reproduce well-established technologies of governance since 
colonial times and opportunistically deepen deployments of new surveillance technologies. 
Amid a drift to more authoritarian governance models, this may be the worst lasting legacy of 
emergency politics during Covid-19.

6. How are worrying scenarios resisted and human rights defended in the face of intrusive health 
surveillance in Africa?
Now as historically, technologies of governance in Africa are resisted and appropriated, 
though with uncertain consequences. Pandemic containment methods have come with nu-
merous trade-offs, particularly where lockdowns cut off sole sources of income for workers 
who are precarious, often in the informal sector, or who cannot work from home. In response, 
people themselves have struggled in various ways. Some have protested and made demands 
on the state for access to treatment, food and clean water, electricity and data, and ways to 
sustain their livelihoods, as well as an end to state and gender-based violence. Communities 
have also formed solidarity and advocacy networks alongside mutual aid collectives, such as 
South Africa’s Covid-19 People’s Coalition and Community Action Networks. These operate 
without top-down mass surveillance, but usually more localized forms of support that prior-
itize individuals’ and communities’ needs and vulnerabilities, while keeping people safe from 
spreading the virus. 

Sharath Srinivasan 
Josh Platzky Miller

August 2020
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